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Paper covers the research of nonlinear effects in population dynamics of the commer-
cial fish of the Azov Sea. Discrete analogue of developed model problem of water
ecology, included in a software complex, were calculated using schemes of second or-
der of accuracy taking into account the partial filling of computational cells. The
system of grid equations of large dimension, arising at discretization, has been solved
on the basis of adaptive modified alternately triangual variational method. Effective
parallel algorithms were developed for numerical implementation of biological kinet-
ics problem and oriented on multiprocessor computer system and graphics accelerator
with the data storage format modification. Due to it, the reproduction processes of
biogeocenose populations have been analyzed in real and accelerated time modes.
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1. Introduction

The concept development for researching the aquatic ecosystems involved many scientists
such as Lotka A.J., Volterra V., Svirezhev Yu.M., Logofet D.O., Abakumov V.A. [1], Kon-
stantinov A.S., Vinberg G.G. [2], Odum H.T., Rosenberg G.S. Methods for assessing the results
of hydrobiological monitoring were developed by Makrushin A.V., Bakanov A.I., Mordukhay-
Boltovskoi D.D., Tansley A.G., Rozenzweig M.L., MacArthur R.H., Luck R.F., Berryman A.A.
Nonlinear effects of interaction of biological populations in water were researched by Berdnikov
S.V., Perevarukha A.Yu [3], Tyutyunov Yu.V. [4], Stephens P.A., Sutherland W.J., Arditi R.,
Zhou S.-R., Liu Y.-F., Wang G.

Universal software (FlowVision, POM, PROTECH, FLUENT, PHOENICS, PISCATOR,
CARDINAL, CHTDM, Mars3D, etc.) can be use including for simulation of hydrobiological
processes. Some of them are focused on multiprocessor systems, but it versatility is to use the
limited number of models, algorithms and methods to variety of different cases. For operational
forecasts of ecological situation of shallow water, it is necessary to design software, oriented on
high-performance computing systems for simulation of hydrobiological processes in water and
their possible consequences in limited time. For complex geoinformational analysis of spatial-
temporal processes and phenomena, the expedition data, the data of the Unified State System of
Information on the Situation in the World Ocean (“ESIMO”) portal were used in this research
for modeling hydrobiological processes in the Azov Sea.

∗The reported study was funded by RFBR, project number 20-01-00421.
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2. Problem Statement

A multi-species model of interaction between plankton and Mugil soiuy commercial fish was
developed to research nonlinear effects in dynamics of shallow water biogydrocenosis (Azov Sea),
based on the models by Ricker W.E. [5–7], Rosenzweig M.L., MacArthur R.H., Ginzburg V.L.,
Holling K.S., Arditi R., Tyutyunov Yu.V., Latun V.S., Kosyan R.D., Pryakhin Yu.V.:

∂Fi

∂t
+ div(U Fi) = µi∆Fi +

∂

∂z

(

νi
∂Fi

∂z

)

+ ψi, (1)

ψ1 = g1(F1, F3)− δ1F1F2 − λ1F1 − σ1F1F5, ψ2 = g2(F1, F2)− δ2F2 − λ2F2,

ψ3 = γ3λ4F4 − g3(F1, F3) +B(F̃3 − F3) + f, ψ4 = λ1F1 − g4(F4, F5) + λ2F2 − λ4F4,

ψ5 = g5(F4, F5)− λ5F5 − δ5F5,

where Fi is the concentration of i-th component, i = 1, 5; ψi is a chemical-biological source
(runoff) or a term, describing aggregation (conglutination-unconglutination), if the correspond-
ing component is a suspension; i is a type of substance, i = 1, 5: 1 is the Coscinodiscus

phytoplankton concentration (X), 2 is the Copepoda zooplankton (Z), 3 is the nutrient (S),
4 is the detritus (D), 5 is the Mugil soiuy (P ); u is the velocity field of water flow; U =
u + ui is the rate of convective mass transfer; ui is the deposition rate of i-th component un-
der the gravity, i ∈ 1, 4; gi are trophic functions for substances i ∈ 1, 5. Let assume that
g1(F1, F3) = γ1α3F1F3, g2(F1, F2) = γ2δ1F1F2, g3(F1, F3) = α3F1F3, g4(F4, F5) = β4F4F5,
g4(F1, F4, F5) = (γ5β4F4+ξ5σ1F1)F5, where α3 is the consumption ratio of S by phytoplankton;
γ1, γ2, γ5 are transfer coefficients of trophic functions; γ3 is a fraction of F in the biomass of X;
λ1 is the coefficient taking into account the mortality and metabolism of X; δ1 is the loss of X
by eating out of Z; λ2, λ5 are elimination (mortality) rates of Z,P respectively; δ2 is the loss of
Z by eating out of fish; δ5 is the loss of P by eating out of fish and catching; F̃3 is the maximum
possible concentration of S; f is the function of pollution source; B is the specific rate of the
supply of S nutrients; λ4 is the decomposition ratio of detritus; β4 is the consumption rate of
organic residues of P ; σ1 is the loss ratio of X as a result of consuming it by P ; ξ5 is the transfer
coefficient of concentration growth of P due to X; µi, νi are diffusion coefficients in horizontal
and vertical directions of component, i ∈ 1, 5.

The computational domain G (Azov Sea) is a closed area bounded by the undisturbed
water surface Σ0, the bottom ΣH = ΣH(x, y) and the cylindrical surface σ for 0 < t ≤ T0.
Σ = Σ0 ∪ ΣH ∪ σ is a piecewise smooth border of G, n is the surface normal vector; Un is a
normal component of the water velocity vector to the Σ.

Let’s define initial conditions

Fi = Fi0|t=0(x, y, z), i = 1, 5 (2)

and boundary conditions:

Fi = 0 on σ if Un < 0;
∂Fi

∂n
= 0 on σ if Un ≥ 0; (3)

∂Fi

∂z
= ϕ(Fi) on Σ0;

∂Fi

∂z
= −εiFi on ΣH ,

where ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5 are non-negative constants; ε1, ε3, ε5 take into account the lowering of
plankton and fish to the bottom and their flooding; ε2, ε4 take into account the absorption of
nutrients and detritus by bottom sediments; ϕ is the given function.

The developed model (1) – (3) takes into account the convective transport, microturbulent
diffusion, deposition of substances under gravity, the influence of salinity and temperature of
water environment, plankton and fish taxis, catch. As input data for model (1) – (3) we used
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the results of calculations based on the Azov Sea hydrodynamics model [8,9] taking into account
the wind impact, river flows (Don, Kuban, Mius and about 40 small watercourses), water ex-
change with other basins, bottom relief, complex shape of the coastline, friction on the bottom,
temperature, salinity, evaporation and precipitation, Coriolis force.

The influence of taxis effect. In mathematical biology, the taxis is considered in two
ways [4,10]. In one case, the weighted gradient of the stimulus is defined in accordance with the
velocity of the active relative organism movement (fast taxis), in the other – the acceleration
(slow taxis). We added the following equation to the system (1) – (3):

∂u5

∂t
+ div(U5u5) = µu∆u5 +

∂

∂z

(

νu
∂u5

∂z

)

− αuu5 + k1gradF1 + k4gradF4,

where U5 = u + u5 is the rate of convective Mugil soiuy transfer; u5 is the velocity of fish
movement relative to the water; k1, k4 are taxis coefficients; µu, νu are coefficients of horizontal
and vertical diffusion component of taxis velocity; αu is the coefficient of fish inertial motion.

The research of Allee effect. For rational exploitation, population prediction, identifi-
cation of limiting factors, protection and restoration of populations of shallow water biohydro-
cenosis, it is necessary to take into account such important factor as the Allee effect [11].

The influence of nonlinear effect on the Mugil soiuy commercial fish population was research
in this paper. It has been found that intensive fishing can lead to population collapse, causing
serious and often irreversible damage on the ecosystem [3]. In [10] the dependence R(SSB) =
L/(1 + exp(−k(SSB − SSB0))) was used in dynamics of commercial fish to describe the Allee
effect, where R(SSB) is the fish mass capable to produce offspring in the environment with
a limited capacity L, k; SSB0 are parameters of the Allee effect degree (at low population
densities).

To research the weak or strong Allee effect, it is necessary to analyze the intensity of com-
mercial fish catch and select its threshold value, at which collapse is impossible (see Fig. 1) [7].
Intensive commercial fishing near the coast of Canada led to the collapse of the cod population
in 1992 [3] (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Allee effect in the ichthyological
model

Fig. 2. Collapse of commercial fish population

Since 2017, the Mugil soiuy fishing is significantly decreased. This decrease is due not only
to the existing natural pattern of population fluctuation, but also to anthropogenic factors.

3. Solution Method

Each equation of the system (1) – (3) after linearization was represented as the convection-
diffusion equation. Schemes of high-order of accuracy taking into account the partial filling of
computational cells were used for model discretization [12]. The Couette-Taylor flow problem
were used to estimate the error of the method and test the model hydrodynamic calculations
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[9, 12]. The adaptive modified alternately triangular variational method was used to solve the
obtained grid equations [12–14].

The error values of the numerical solution of Couette-Taylor flow problem on grids depending
on the radius are given in Fig. 3 (a – 11× 21 nodes; b – 81× 161 nodes) (the error in the case
of a smooth boundary is denoted by red circles, in the case of a stepped boundary – by blue
rings). Fig 3 represents the fact that the increasing of dimensions of computational grids does
not lead to improve the accuracy and to reduce the linear dimensions of border region, where
the manifest defects of the decisions related to the rough approximation of boundary, in the case
of stepwise approximation boundary for the problem of flow of water environment.

Fig. 3. Error values of water flow problem between two cylinders
from the radius on various grids

Note that the error of numerical solution of model hydrodynamics problems, caused by the
approximation of boundary, does not exceed 6 % of problem solution at using grids that take
into account the “fullness” of cells.

4. Parallel Implementation

We describe parallel algorithm with various types of domain decomposition for solving the
problem (1) – (3) on multiprocessor computer system (MCS) and graphic accelerator.

Parallel implementation on MCS. Parallel algorithms for the modified alternating tri-
angular method (MATM) were implemented on MCS with technical parameters: the peak per-
formance is 18.8 TFlops; 8 computational racks; the computational field of MCS is based on the
HP BladeSystem c-class infrastructure with integrated communication modules, power supply
and cooling systems; 512 single-type 16-core HP ProLiant BL685c Blade servers are used as
computational nodes, each of which is equipped with four 4-core AMD Opteron 8356 2.3 GHz
processors and 32 GB RAM; the total number of computational nodes is 2048; the total amount
of RAM is 4 TB.

The k-means method was used for geometric partition of computational domain for the
uniform loading of MCS calculators (processors). The result of the k-means method is shown in
Fig. 4 (a – decomposition into 150 (two-dimensional domain); b – into 10 subdomains (three-
dimensional domain); c – data transfer between neighboring subdomains.

Fig. 4. Domain decomposition for the k-means method
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Table 1. Comparison of acceleration and efficiency of algorithms

p t, s St S Et E

1 6.073 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

2 3.121 1.181 1.946 0.59 0.973

4 1.811 2.326 3.354 0.582 0.839

8 0.997 4.513 6.093 0.654 0.762

16 0.620 8.520 9.805 0.533 0.613

32 0.317 15.344 19.147 0.480 0.598

64 0.184 25.682 33.018 0.401 0.516

128 0.117 39.013 51.933 0.305 0.406

Theoretical estimates of acceleration and efficiency of the developed algorithm [15,16]:

Et = St/p = χ/

(

1 +
(√

p− 1
)

(

36

50Nz

+
4p

50t0

[

tn

(

1

Nx

+
1

Ny

)

+
tx
√
p

NxNy

]))

,

where χ is the ratio of the number of computing nodes to the total number of nodes (computing
and fictitious); p is the total number of processors; t0 is the execution of an arithmetic operation;
tx is the response times (latency); Nx, Ny, Nz are number of nodes in the spatial directions.

Results of parallel implementation the proposed algorithm for solution the problem (1) –
(3) were compared and presented in Table 1, where t, S, E are operating time, acceleration and
efficiency of the algorithm; St, Et are theoretical estimates of the acceleration and efficiency
of the algorithm. According to the Table 1, the developed algorithm based on the k-means

method can be effectively use for solving hydrodynamic problems at sufficiently large number
of computing nodes. Dependence of acceleration on the number of processors is given in Fig. 5
(a continuous curve is a theoretical dependence; a broken curve is an experimental one).

Fig. 5. Dependence of acceleration on the number of processors

The estimation for comparing the efficiency values of algorithms (E1 is efficiency of the
standard algorithm [9]; E2 is the efficiency of algorithm based on k-means) has the form:

δ =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

k=1

(

E(2)k − E(1)k

)2
/

√

√

√

√

n
∑

k=1

E2
(2)k (4)

We obtained that the efficiency is increased on 10 – 20 % using of algorithm on the basis of
k-means method for solving problem in the form (1) – (3) compared to the standard algorithm.
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Parallel implementation on graphic accelerator. For numerical implementation of
proposed interrelated mathematical model of biological kinetics, we developed parallel algo-
rithms which will be adapted for hybrid computer systems using the NVIDIA CUDA architec-
ture. The NVIDIA Tesla K80 computing accelerator has the high computing performance and
supports all modern both the closed (CUDA) and open (OpenCL, DirectCompute) technologies.
The NVIDIA Tesla K80 specifications: the GPU frequency of 560 MHz, the GDDR5 video mem-
ory of 24 GB, the video memory frequency of 5000 MHz, the video memory bus digit capacity is
equaled to 768 bits. The NVIDIA CUDA platform characteristics: Windows 10 (x64) operating
system; CUDA Toolkit v10.0.130; Intel Core i5-6600 3.3 GHz processor; DDR4 of 32 GB RAM;
the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti video card of 2GB; 640 CUDA cores.

Modified storage format of the sparse matrix with a repeating sequence of el-

ements. The solution of biological kinetics problem (1) – (3) by the finite difference method
(FDM) on uniform grids leads to the necessary operate with sparse matrices, elements of which
are a repeating sequence for internal nodes. In the case of high-dimensional problems, this
leads to inefficient memory consumption [16]. We performed the modification of the CSR (Com-
pressed Sparse Rows) format to improve the efficiency of data storage with a repeating sequence
of CSR1S elements for modeling continuous biological kinetics processes by the finite difference
method. In this case, it is enough to change them in an array that preserves a repeating se-
quence to change the differential operator, instead of repeatedly finding and replacing values of
non-zero elements in an array. The memory capacity for the CSR format was estimated as:

Pcsr = NnzBnz + (Nnz +R+ 1)Bidx,

for the CSR1S format:

Pcsr1s = Bnz[Nnz(ki + 1)−Nseq(kikrR+ krR+ 1)− ki(krR−R− 1)], (5)

where R is the number of matrix rows; Rseq is the number of matrix rows that contain a repeating
sequence of elements; Nnz is the number of non-zero matrix elements; Nseq is the number of
elements in a repeating sequence; Bnz is the memory capacity to store one non-zero element;
Bidx is the memory capacity to store one index; kr = Rseq/R, ki = Bidx/Bnz.

Efficient function libraries were developed for solution of grid equations at discretization of
model problem (1) – (3) in CSR format on GPU using CUDA technology. The developed algo-
rithm uses a CSR1S modified data storage format to solve the resulting system of linear algebraic
equations (SLAE). This raises the problem to develop an algorithm of matrix conversion from
CSR1S format to CSR format in minimal time. A number of computational experiments with
fivefold repetition and fixation of the average value of the calculation time was performed. An
experimental research of the dependence of processing time of the matrix conversion algorithm
from CSR1S to CSR format on Nseq and the ratio of matrix rows, containing the sequence, to
the total number of matrix rows for the sequence, parallel using the TPL (Task Parallel Li-
brary) library [17] and parallel using the NVIDIA CUDA platform was performed. The matrix
dimension is 106. It was established that the algorithm using parallel computing on the CPU is
more efficient than the serial algorithm and the algorithm using NVIDIA CUDA. Graphs of the
dependence of the matrix conversion time from CSR1S format to CSR format by sequential (a)
and parallel (b) algorithms from kr and Nseq are shown in Fig. 6.

Graphs of the efficiency of algorithms are given in Fig. 7: sequential implementation (Fig. 7a)
and parallel implementation using the NVIDIA CUDA platform (Fig. 7b). Analysis of the graphs
in Fig. 7 (a, b) shows that the algorithm using NVIDIA CUDA technology is more efficient at
Nseq > 7. In this case, the point of equal efficiency decreases, starting from kr = 0.7.

It is necessary to implement an improved iterative method that directly operates with data
in the CSR1S format. Therefore, we can perform the scheme CSR1S → CUDA.

Analysis of the CUDA architecture characteristics showed the algorithms for numerical
implementation of the developed mathematical model of hydrobiological processes could be
used for creation high-performance information systems.
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Fig. 6. Matrix conversion runtime from CSR1S to CSR format

Fig. 7. Efficiency graphs of algorithms

5. Description of Software Complex

The software complex (SC) “Azov3D” was developed for solution of biological kinetics prob-
lem with implementation on MCS and graphic accelerator. The SC includes the following mod-
ules: control module, oceanological and meteorological databases, application library for solving
hydrobiology grid problems, integration with various geoinformation systems (GIS), Global Re-
source Database (GRID) for geotagging and access to satellite data collection systems, NCEP/N-
CAR Reanalysis database. Numerical results of calculation of pollution concentration (F3) for
the model problem (1) – (3) is given in Fig. 8a, and changes in phytoplankton concentration
(F1) – in Fig. 8b (initial distribution of water flow fields for north wind).

Fig. 8. Distribution of biogenic matter and phytoplankton concentrations

Using the developed SC, we researched the mechanism of suffocation areas in shallow waters
[18]. Simulation results of possible scenarios of development of the Azov Sea ecosystem (changes
of Mugil soiuy (F5) and detritus (F4)) are given in Fig. 9, 10. Maximum values of Mugil

soiuy and detritus concentrations indicate by white color. Parameter values: µ4 = 5 · 10−11;
ν4 = 10−11; ε4 = 1.9 · 10−5; β4 = 0.1; λ4 = 0.4; µ5 = 1.5 · 10−3; ν5 = 1.6 · 10−3; γ5 = 0.125;
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λ5 = 1.16 · 10−3; ξ5 = 0.8; ε5 = 0.47; δ5 = 0.05. Time interval in Fig. 9 is 62 days, in Fig. 10 –
76 days.

Fig. 9. Distribution of detritus
concentration

Fig. 10. Distribution of Mugil soiuy

concentrations

According to the presented results, there is a decrease of detritus concentration, starting
from 61 days [18]. This means a decrease of bottom sediments’ concentration in the Central-
Eastern part of the Azov Sea.

6. Conclusion

Analysis of nonlinear effects in the dynamics of commercial fish populations at low and high
numbers, taking into account the Allee effect, competition for resources, taxis, catch, spatial
distribution of nutrients and detritus was performed on the basis of a multi-species model of
interaction between plankton and commercial fish. Discretization of the developed model prob-
lem was performed on the basis of schemes of second order of accuracy taking into account the
partial fullness of computational cells. It allowed to significantly reducing the solution error
in computational domain of complex shape. MCM was used as the main method for solving
the system of grid equations occuring at discretization in view of its highest convergence rate.
Effective parallel algorithms were developed for numerical implementation of biological kinetics
problem and oriented on multiprocessor computer system and NVIDIA Tesla K80 graphics ac-
celerator with the modification of data storage format. Due to it, the reproduction processes of
biogeocenose populations have been analyzed in real and accelerated time.
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